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Chinese exchange seeks participants

Datebook
Monday, Oct. 13

Friday, Oct. 17

M Exhibit. "Accurate Depictions?
Figurative Realist Painting," Fine Arts
Gallery. The exhibit will continue through
Oct. 17. Gallery hours are 9 a.m.· ':30 p.m.
weekdays and 2-5 p.m. Sundays.
.. &ta.. Planning and New Tu: Reform,"
seminar by the Office of Development and
Alumni Affairs, 1:30 p.m., Ice Arena
lounge.
"The Border," International Film Serles,
8 p.m., Gish Alm Theater, Hanna Hall.
Free.
.. Fluhdence." University Activities
Organization sponaored film, 9:15 p.m.,
210 Math Sclenc:e. Tickets 111e priced at $1
for students, faculty and staff (with
University ID).

WorMn'a Tennis Bowling Green vs.
Youngstown State Univ., home, 3 p.m.
Women's Volleyball Bowling Green vs.
Miami Univ., at Oxford, 7:30 p.m.
Hocby, Bowling Green vs. Univ. of New
Hampshire, home, 7:30 p.m.
"Pretty In Pink," University Activities
Organization sponsored film, 7:30 p.m.,
9:'5 p.m. and midnight, 210 Math Science.
Tickets are priced at $2.50 per couple for
students, faculty and staff (with University
ID).
"Planet OuMt," planetllltum production,
8 p.m., planetllltum. Phyaical Sciences
Laboratory Bldg. $1 donation suggested.
Concert. New Music Festival
performance by John cage, 8 p.m.,
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Ma Center.
Tickets are priced at $6 for adults, $5 for
students.

Tuesday, Oct. 14
..,..... Queat," planetllltum
production, 8 p.m., planetllltum, Physical
Science Laboratory Building, $1 donation

suggested.

Wednesday, Oct. 15
Biology Seminar, lecture on "Sexual
Selection In Field Crickets: A Role for
Parasites?" by MIU'tene Zuk of the Univ. of
Michigan museum of zoology, 3:30 p.m.,
112 Life Science. Free.
Socc:er Bowling Green vs. Univ.of
Dayton, at Dayton, 7 p.m.
"Cauaal Models of Nonexpertmental
Data." lecture by John Shuck, psychology,
7:30 p.m., ,59 Math Science. Free.
Recital. tublst Ivan Hammond, 8 p.m.,
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical Arts
Center. Free.
''The lie Nobody Knows" wlll be staged,
8 p.m~ Oct. 15-18, Joe E. Brown Theater,
University Hall. Tickets are priced at

Saturday, Oct. 18
Woman's Tennis Bowling Green vs.
Xavier Univ., home, 9 a.m.
WorMn'• Cross Country, Michigan State
Open, East Lansing, Mich. 10-.30 p.m.
Men's Cross Country, Central Collegiate
Championships, Normal, Ill., 11 a.m.
Football, Bowling Green vs. Univ.of
Washington, at Seattle, 1:00 p.m. PDT.
Women's Tennis, Bowling Green vs.
Univ. of Dayton, home, 1 p.m.
Women's Volleyball, Bowling Green vs.
Ball State Univ., at Muncie, Ind., 7:30 p.m.
Hockey, Bowling Green vs. Univ. of New
Hampshire, home, 7:30 p.m.
"Pretty In Pink," University Activities
Organization sponsored film, 7:30 p.m.,
9:45 p.m. and midnight, 210 Math Science.
Tickets are priced at $2.50 per couple for
students, faculty and staff (with University
ID).

$1.50.

Thursday, Oct. 16
..Breakfast at Tiffany's," University
Activities Organlzatlon·sponsored film, 8
p.m., Gish Film Theater, Hanna Hall. Free.
"War 'n' Piece." New Music Festival
performance by Pat Olesko, 9 p.m.,
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center.
Tickets are priced at $4 for adults and $3
for students and senior citizens.

Classified

Emplo~ent

Opportunities
The folloWlng claalfled positions are
available.

NEW VACANCIES
Pwtl119 Expllatlon Dale far EmplaJHI to
Apply: 4 ......... FrldaJ, Oct.17.

10-17-1

Caablar 1
Pay Range3
University Food Operations

Academic Year Part-time
10-17·2

a.n 2

Pay Range3
Registration and Records

1()..17-3 Sec:ratary 1
Pay Range26
Military Science
10-17-4 Talaphone Operator 1
Pay Ranges
Telecommunlcatlons
Permanent Part-time
10-17-5 Word Procaulng Speclallat 1
Pay Range25

WBGU-TV
Permanent Part-time

Sunday, Oct. 19
Soccer, Bowling Green vs. Ohio State

Univ., home, 2 p.m.
Concart.. Fall Wind Ensemble and
Concert Band, 3 p.m., Kobacker Hall,
Moore Musical Arts Center. Free.
"The Apprenticeship of Duddy Krawitz"
and "The Street," Canadian film series,

Gish Fiim Theater, Hanna Hall, 7 p.m.
Free.
"Planet Quest," planetarium production,
7:30 P-~ planetllltum, Physical Science
Laboratory Bldg., $1 donation suggested.
Recital, pianist Jerome Rose, Kobackar
Hall, Moore Music Center, 8 p.m. Free.

Monday, Oct. 20
"S1mlght Tllrough the Hemt,"
International Alm Serles, Gish Alm
Theater, Hanna Hall, 8 p.m. Free.
"'Spluh." University Activities
Organization sponsored fllm, 9:15 p.~
210 Math Science. Tickets are priced at $1
for students, faculty and staff (IA.ith
University ID).

Lecture presented
John Schuck, psychology, will
present the program "Causal Models
of Nonexperlmental Data"
Wednesday (Oct. 15) at 7:30 p.m. in
Room 459 of the Mathematical
Sciences Building.
Two procedures for testing
hypothesized causal relations among
a set of variables will be discussed
and illustrated with examples. The
program, sponsored by the Northwest
Ohio Chapter of the American
Statistical Association, is open to all
Interested persons.

Faculty/Staff Positions
The following faculty positions are avaltable:
Ac cu i1114 Md ll1naa 1•11d lnlanutlan RS.•nlrw""icec_, a.aalatant profeuor. Contact
Thomu G. &ans. (2.a&1). Dudllne: Feb. 1, 1987.
Ctn l1l•i· ualamnt profeuor. Contact J.C. Dalton, (2"2470). Dudllne: Oct. 30;
IHlatant pn>felaor. Contact J.C. Delton, (M47lJ». Dwlllne: Dec. 15.
ttw Ea a11 a•I c1 aaodm profeaor In food and nutrition, al80, aaal8tant profeuor
of Institutional food. Contact Deanna R8deloH (2-7823). Dudllne: Jan. 15, 1987.
Pol" I Scll11c1: Profeuor and chair. Contact Roger AuderlOI\ (2·2924). DMdllne:
Oct. 31.
P1tct1 cl~IJ- mlatant/auoclate profeuor. DMdllne: Jan. 15, 1987. Also. postdoctoral
felloW In cUnlcal psychology. DMdllne: Dec. 31. Contact Robert L Conner (2-2301).

Thelal
Ulll&.,

-~ 1

-

·""- _._..

-_r.:;_

..

I I I ....... ltlllpamlla• . . .

i.

Nie

u.r.: Director. Contact Suaan Caldwell (2-2558). Extended deadline: No't. 3.

The Bowling Green State
University/Xi'an Exchange Program is
currently soliciting names of faculty
interested In teaching at the Xi'an
Foreign Languages Institute, Xi'an,
Shaanxi Province, China, for the
1987/88 academic year.
The terms of agreement between
the two Institutes call for an
exchange of two or three faculty each
year. Bowling Green pays travel costs
for the Chinese teachers of English
and funds them as graduate
assistants during their stay at the
University.
The XJ an Institute, In return, pays
travel costs of each Bowling Green
faculty member, and for the travel
costs of an accompanying spouse.
The faculty member Is paid the
agreed-upon monthly rate by the
Institute for 12 months, plus one

month's vacation equivalency. The
academic year usually covers two
semesters beginning about Sept. 1
and ending about July 1, with about a
one-month vacation between
semesters.
The Xi'an Institute officials have
indicated Interest In disciplines in
addition to English. These Include
such fields of study as American
studies, American/popular culture,
history of the United States,
comparative education, human
geography, educational psychology,
library science and Instructional
media
Candidates for the exchange are
screened by both Institutes. For more
Information, Interested faculty should
contact Wallace L Pretzer, English, at
372-8133 (office) or 372-2576 (English
department).

•
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Gordon Wood, one of the preeminent constitutional historians in
the nation, and Bernard Siegan, a
leading scholar of Constitutional law,
head the group of speakers who will
participate in a conference on the
U.S. Constitution Thursday through
Saturday (Oct. 23-25).
The conference, to be held in the
Moore Musical Arts Center, is the
first of three major events sponsored
by the Social Philosophy and Policy
Center marking the 200th anniversary
of the Constitution.
Dr. Wood and Dr. Siegan will join
seven other invited authorities on the
Constitution who will examine the
concept of economic rights as it was
understood at the time of the framing
of the Constitution. Entitled "Liberty,
Property and the Foundations of the
American Constitution," the
conference will include panel
discussions and workshops in
addition to the lectures. All sessions
are open to the public.

The educators will work to find
ways of promoting liberal learning
within professional programs so that
graduates are well-rounded instead of
being narrowly specialized, he added.
Dr. Bissland and Dr. Klein and two
professors from the University of
Kentucky are the only representatives
of journalism in the project, entitled
"Seven Liberal Outcomes of
Professional Study.''
Other undergraduate disciplines
represented in the national project
include architecture, business
administration, teacher education,
engineering, nursing, pharmacy and
social work.

In Brief

The three-year project centers on a
The National Endowment for the
series of three major public
Humanities awarded a $48,207 grant
conferences, one each in the calendar
to the Social Philosophy and Policy
years of 1986, 1987 and 1988. Each
Center to develop the "Economic
conference will bring to campus
Rights and the Constitution" project
leading scholars, teachers and
which is part of the NEH's special
constitutional lawyers whose
observance of the Constitution's
research interests have led them to
bicentennial. The funding is the first
explore the inner connections
part of a three-year grant of $150,000
between the Constitution and the
for the project.
economy. A three-volume set of
Other support for the conference is
scholarly essays, as well as a reader
from the office of University
about the Constitution and economic
Relations, the College of Arts and
rights will be published following the
Sciences and the Graduate College.
The principal mission of the project conferences.
Dr. Wood, who chairs the history
is to encourage public awareness of
department at Brown University, will
the history, current status and future
deliver the keynote address at 8 p.m.
prospects of individual economic
Thursday
(Oct. 23) in Bryan Recital
liberties, as they have been defined in
Hall.
The
recipient
of many
the text of the Constitution and
prestigious awards, Dr. Wood has
interpreted by the Supreme Court.
This week's program will focus on the written several books, including the
widely-praised The Creation of the
historically important political
American Republic, 1776-1787. His
theories underlying the Constitution's
research explores the development of
original protections of private
the Constitution .
property and contracts.

Holiday schedule posted for 1986-87
Tne Office of Personnel Support
Services has announced the following
holiday schedule for the remainder of
1986 and for 1987:
For the remainder of 1986, holidays
to be observed are Veterans' Day,
Tuesday, Nov. 11; Thanksgiving Day,
Thursday, Nov. 27; reassignment of
President's Day (floating holiday),
Friday, Nov. 28; Christmas Day,
Thursday, Dec. 25; and reassignment
of Columbus Day (floating holiday),

Adjust insurance
The month of October Is the annual
"open period" for full-time employees
to apply for new enrollment or make
changes In their present
hospitalization and major medical
programs.
All full-time employees who are not
enrolled as subscribers for
hospitalization and/or major medical
coverage may make application
during this month, and those
employees presently enrolled under a
single contract may change to family
during October. All changes and new
applications become effective Dec. 1.
Employees who desire new
applications or changes in their
coverage, or have any questions
concerning coverage should contact
Diana Shamp, Room 10-B, Shatzel
Hall, at 2·2115.

Journalism studied
The entire University journalism
faculty will participate In a day-long
journalism workshop Wednesday
(Oct. 15).
More than 1,500 students and
teachers from throughout Ohio,
Indiana ar:d Michigan are expected to
attend the 34th Annual Fall
Journalism Workshop for High School
Publication Staffs, according to Unda
Glomski, Great L..akes Interscholastic
Press Association coordinator. Last
year's workshop was the nation's
largest.
The workshop Is being sponsored
by the University's School of Mass
Communication and GUPA.

Friday, Dec. 26.
For 1987, holidays will be observed
New Year's Day, Thursday, Jan. 1;
Martin Luther King Day, Monday, Jan.
19; Memorial Day, Monday, May 25;
Independence Day, Friday, July 3; and
Labor Day, Monday, Sept. 7.
Also observed In 1987: Veterans'
Day, Wednesday, Nov. 11;
Thanksgiving Day, Thursday, Nov. 26;
reassignment of Presidents' Day
(floating holiday}, Friday, Nov. 27;
reassignment of Columbus Day
(floating holiday), Thursday, Dec. 24;
and Christmas Day, Friday, Dec. 25.

Manuscripts needed
The Flrelands Writing Center of
Firelands College Is Issuing a call for
manuscripts for Its spring Issue of
The Plough: North Coast Review.
The regional magazine seeks
fiction, poetry, personal :.:.ssays, as
well as photos and drawings. The
theme of the spring issue is "Ohio
Folklore: The Traditional Beliefs,
Customs, and Legends of Ohio."
Managing editor is Larry Smith,
student affairs.
Fiction manuscripts.(up to 6,000
words), poetry (up to five poems on
any subject and In any style),
personal essays (especially on Ohio
folklore) and black and white photos
or drawings should be sent to The
Plough: North Coast Review,
Flrelands College, 901 Rye Beach
Road, Huron, Oh., 44839. Deadline Is
Feb. 1, 1987.

Bow/Ing Green State University's newest trustee, Herbert Moorehead Jr., (center) was the featured speaker at the
Minority Alumni dinner held Oct. 11 at the Towers Inn. A 1957 graduate of the University, Moorehead encouraged
minority students to spread the word that Bowling Green is a good place to be. President Olsca'!'p (far left) also
addressed the audience on Increasing minority recruitment efforts. The dinner was part of a seT1es of events.
sponsored by the Office of Minority Affairs in conjunction with homecoming weekend. f!enneth Chambers, (Tight~ cochair of the Minority Alumni Coordinating Committee and a 1981 Bowling Green alumm, was master. of ceremomes
at the dinner banquet.

For sale
The philosophy department has for
sale a Canon Copier NP155, which Is
two years old. The department has
moved up to a larger Canon copier.
For more Information, contact Pat
Bressler at 2·2110.
The department of geography has
for sale a 3107 Xerox machine, with
one reduction setting. Call Marie, 305
Hanna Hall, 2·2925. for more
Information.
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Center recognizes Constitution's 200th anniversary

Program to integrate two studies
Two University professors have
been chosen to join 29 others from
throughout the country In starting a
"national dialogue" to Integrate
professional and liberal studies.
James H. Bissland, journalism, and
Thomas D. Klein, English, will join
educators from 15 other universities
in the federally funded project based
at the University of Michigan.
"One of the biggest issues in
higher education today is what some
fear is the turning of colleges into
vocational schools at the expense of
traditional liberal disciplines ~uch as
Englisn, philosophy and the social
sciences," Dr. Bissland ::=Id.

Bowling Green State University

•

New class p~ompts contemplation of 'Great Ideas'
Studeots taking the "Great Ideas"
course, being offered at the University
for the first time this semester, are
finding there are no easy answers to
life's questions.
And some heavy questions are
being posed to them. "What Is
good?," "Is there a Gtxn," "How
should I behave?," "Why are there
wars?," "What causes prejudice?,"
and "What does It mean to be female
or male?"

This is not the kind of material that essential for learning," Thomas Klein,
English, said.
can be handled with multiple choice
The course is being taught by Klein
tests. In studying some of tht! major
his collegues Kendall Baker,
and
Intellectual revolutions which have
Allan
Emery, Shella Harrington, Craig
shaped human history, students are
He119ert,
Robb Jackson, Thomas
learning to ask about some of the
Wymer,
Steve
Ludd, Jack Nachbar,
larger questions of ll~d Its
Alice
Philbin
and
Ryan Tweney. Klein
connections.
·
said
the
course
has
been years In the
"Through the reading, writing and
planning,
and
the
department
thinking skills of this course, I think it
will show students that an
Great ldana continued on page 3
understanding of humanity's past Is

-

Dr. Siegan, director of law and
economic studies at the University of
San Diego, is a member of the
National Committee on the
Bicentennial 0f the U.S. Constitution,
headed by recently retired Supreme
Court Chief Justice Warren Burger.
He has written extensively about
constitutional issues, including the
highly-acclaimed book, Economic
Liberties and the Constitution. He will
speak at 2 p.m. Saturday (Oct. 25) in
Bryan Recital Hall.
Constitution, continued on page :;

Convocation for
Dr. Badia Oct. 28
Pietro Badia, psychology, will
present his University Professor's
address at a convocation Oct. 28.
The address, entitled "Academic
Imperatives," will begin at 4:30 p.m. in
Bryan Recital Hall. A reception will
follow in the Kennedy Green Room.
Dr. Badia was
one of two faculty
members named a
University Professor
Feb. 14 by the
Board of Trustees.
The title is one of
the highest honors
that can be given to
a faculty member by
the trustees. This
Pietro Badia
was the first time
the trustees named two new
University Professors simultaneously.
Only seven other faculty members
have been so honored.
Also named was Orlando C.
Behling, management, who presented
his address April 23.
Dr. Badia has been on the faculty
since 1963. Prior to that he taught at
Adelphi College where he earned his
doctorate in 1962. He holds
bachelor's and master's degrees from
Keat State University.
He has been elected a fellow in
both the American Psychological
Association (1980) and the American
Association for the Advancement of
Science (1982), and is a past
president of the campus chapter of
Sigma Xi national scientific honor
society.
Hundreds of thousands of dollars
in grants have been awarded to the
University to support research in
which Dr. Badia is involved. A recent
award, $137,666 from the National
Institute of Health, is enabling him to
continue a project that may some day
help millions of Americans sleep
better.
The funding ls the first portion of a
two-year grant which will enable Dr.
Badia to test a technique which
offers promise for helping those with
sleep disorders characterized by
Irregular breathing .
The project is also receiving funds
from the Sleep Disorder Center at the
St. Vincent Medical Center In Toledo
which is providing a $10,000
fellowship for a Bowling Green
graduate student and a $7,000
student assistantshfi>. lfl addition, St.
Vincent provideS Badla's research
team access to it& equipment,
computer facilities, administrative
assistance and office space.

More students entering teaching field
Freshmen enrollment figures from
the past two years Indicate teaching
I& again becoming a popular career
choice among young people.
President Olscamp cited the rising
statistics at the Oct. 10 Board of
Trustees meeting.
This Is a reversal of nearly a
decade of steady decllne In the
numbers of people entering teaching
positions.
Bowling Green State University
ranks In the top 25 teacher-producing
schools in the country. More than 18
percent of the nearly 3,000 freshmen
at the University this fall are enrolled
In the College of Education and Allied
Professions.
The college's dean, Roger Bennett,
attributes the renewed interest in
teaching careers to several factors: a
slight, but growing national birth rate;
a shrinking pool of teachers In recent
years coupled with a large number of
retirements; better teaching salaries;
and a great deal of media attention In
recent years that has focused on the
importance of good classroom
teachers.
In other business, Dr. Olscamp also
reported that of the nine contributing
Ohio universities, Bowling Green
ranks third lowest in the number of
violent crimes reported in the FBl's
Uniform Crime Report.
Some programs and efforts toward
crime prevention which have
contributed to the rating include:
hiring two new police personnel;
continuation of the Campus Service
Officer and the Crime Prevention
programs; maintaining extra patrols
as a preventive measure; and
specialized training of officers.

presented by Michael A. Moore,
In additional reports, the trustees
director of Arts Unlimited. The
were told by Dr. Olscamp that the
program revealed how area artists are
Ohio Board of Regents has
helping to promote quality art
recommended a 15 percent Increase
instruction and basic education
in main campus subsidy projections
within the University and arts
from the current fiscal year to fiscal
institutions. (See related story this
year 1987-88. The $7.6 mllllon
page).
increase would raise the present
fiscal year's $50.9 million projection
Anyone wishing to have an
to $58.5 million in fiscal year 1987-88.
item on the Board of Trustees'
Subsidy !JrOjections for Firelands
agenda can submit material to
College include a 23.4 percent
the secretary of the board at
Increase, from $1.8 million to $2.3
least two weeks prior to the
million in 1987-88.
meeting at which it is to be
The recommendations are based on
considered.
the regents' projections of enrollment
The next board meeting is
which assume that the University is
scheduled for 10 a.m. Nov. 14 in
at the enrollment ceiling of 15,000
the Assembly Room of McFall
full-time equivalent students.
Center.
"Clearly, if the OBOR
recommendations were approved, it
-Dr. Olscamp announcing the
would be a splendid budget for
convocation for University Professor
Bowling Green," Or. Olscamp said.
Pietro Badia to take place at 4:30 p.m.
"We will extend our support to the
Oct. 28 in Bryan Recital Hall. The
regents' budget recommendation."
Other items on the agenda covered topic of Dr. Badia's address is
entitled "Academic Imperatives."
in the meeting included:
-Announcing that the Social
-Approving a 6.8 percent pay
Philosophy and Policy Center's has
Increase for Dr. Olscamp. The $6,500
increase, raises Dr. Olscamp's annual been successful in matching a $1
million challenge grant from the
salary to $101,500 and is retroactive
Stranahan Foundation of Toledo.
to July 1. The increase keeps his
salary on a comparable level with that More than $1,030,000 in grants and
pledges have been raised in less than
of most Ohio university presidents. ·
- Tabling proposed revisions to the nine months by Jeffrey Paul,
associate director of the center, who
University's patent policy until its
next meeting. Faculty Senate has not coordinates fund-raising efforts.
Major gifts have been received from
reviewed the revisions and trustees
want to give the senators a chance to the Lynde and Harry Bradley
Foundation, the John M. Olin
express their views.
Foundation, the J.M. Foundation, the
-Approving grants and/or
contracts in the amount of $1,263,825 Sarah Scaife Foundation, the Scaife
Family Foundation and the Master
for the month of September.
Chemical Corporation in Perrysburg.
-Listening to a brief program

Program integrates art into classrooms
Both artists and children alike are
reaping the rewards of the Arts
Unlimited program. In a presentation
at the Oct. 10 Board of Trustees
meeting, five artists participating in
the program told of the gratification
they get from providing specialized
arts instruction.
Michael Moore, director of Arts
Unlimited, conducted the program,
which featured artists Scot Regan,
theater; Tracey Ruhlln and Doug
Blandy, art; and Martha Rogers and
Roy Johnson, dance. The program
was presented to provide a better
understanding of the purpose and
procedures of Arts Unlimited.
Established six years ago, Arts
Unlimited strives to make the arts an
integral part of classroom instruction.
To accomplish that goal, Dr. Moore
said the program offers classroom
teachers specialized arts instruction
each summer, and provides artists
who continue to work with the
teachers throughout the year.
::;ponsored by the University's
Continuing Education office with
support from the Arts Commission of
Greater Toledo, the Ohio Arts Council
and individual and corporate
contributions, the program benefited
a record 3,800 school children last
year.
Dr. Moore told the trustees that
Arts Unlimited provides a sense of
professional development, and of
personal growth that encourages
teachers to "see not only their
lessons, students and schools in new
ways, but their own lives as well."

"It's a new way of understanomg
about the arts - that they are more
than entertainment, that there is a
body of knowledge about them that
every educated child could and
should acquire," Dr. Moore said.
"Most important to the whole project,
it can open up a new and different
way of thinking - aesthetic thinking
- that many schools don't even
touch."
The program works in three stages.
It begins with an Intensive one-week
summer teacher training workshop
that exposes teachers to
performances and ways they can take
what they have learned back to their
schools.
The second stage is the planning
and implementation of the program in
the schools in the fall. Residencies in
art, theater, dance and music consist
of four visits to each of four or five
different classrooms in a school
building. The classrooms are under
teachers who trained with the artists
during the previous summer.
The final stage is attendance at a
performance of the work studied,
usually in the spring of the school
year. Field trips are taken to live
performances and art museums.
Student reaction to Arts Unlimited
has been overwhelming, Dr. Moore
said. "We're having a substantial
increase in participation in the
Bowling Green area and we've added
a number of schools in the Firelands
area," he said, noting that teacher
training was conducted at both the
main campus and Firelands College

Michael Moore
for the first time last June.
Students in grades kindergarten
through 12 are benefiting from the
program. The teachers represent 37
schools in 20 school districts in nine
northwest and north central Ohio
counties.
"We hope the Arts Unlimited
experience means understanding, and
the beginning of the ability to make
significant choices about the quality
of one's environment," Dr. Moore
said.

CEDAR helps solve child, adult learning problems
The first weeks of school are
particularly important to parents and
teachers in recognizing child learning
problems. Uncorrected, they could
develop into failure patterns of lifelong duration.
Helping solve such problems early
on Is the purpose of Bowling Green
• State UnMlfaHy's Cllnlc for
Educational Diagnosis and
. Remediation (CEDAR), through one-

on-one Instruction. For example, after
several months, a third-grader failed
all her tests in subtraction. The cllnic
discovered she had simply failed to
learn the skill of regrouping numbers.
Within a week she was able to
understand and perform her
subtraction problems accurately.
Although most CEDAR clients are
youngsters, Its services are available
to college students and adults, many

of the latter referred by social service
agencies.
Clinic tutors are graduate students
working toward master's degrees in
special education, or upper level
undergraduate students, under the
supervision of two faculty members.
Flexible hours accommodate the
need fof after-school tutoring. The
nominal fee of S2 per hour la reduced
In special clrcumatances.

Alumni Chapters
offer link to
graduates' pasts
For some Bowling Green graduates,
there's just no supressing that alma
mater spirit, no matter how far away
they may roam.
Alumni with a taste for reminiscing
or simply celebrating the good old
days on campus with other Bowling
Green graduates find the answer in
alumni chapters. Located across the
country, these clubs are a subtle
blend of ages, personalities and
background that all have one
common thread to bind them - their
members are graduates of Bowling
Green State University and proud of
it.
Mariann Reinke, assistant director
of alumni affairs, said alumni
chapters can be a benefit to both
graduates and the University itself. "A
healthy chapter creates a positive
image of the University, and that
plays an important role in public
relations," she said.
"At the same time, it perpetuates a
good feeling among alumni as they
feel more in tune with Bowling
Green."
Organized in 1957, the
Association's overall goal is to
stimulate the involvement, loyalty and
interest of University alumni in their
alma mater, and to garner alumni
support through effective
communication about the needs of
the University.
Reinke said graduates who had a
good time at Bowling Green while
obtaining their degree carry that good
feeling with them, and these fond
memories are often what cause them
to join or initiate an alumni chapter in
their area.
Bowling Green alumni chapters
have popped up in Atlanta, Ga.;
Boston, Ma.; Buffalo, NY; Chicago, II.;
Dallas, Tx.; Detroit, Mi.; Fort Meyers,
Fla.; San Francisco, Ca.; and Phoenix,
Az., just to name a few outside of the
many Ohio chapters.
This year the Alumni Association is
concentrating on promoting Ohio
alumni chapter scholarships, Reinke
said. She will be traveling to many of
the meetings held throughout Ohio
with President Olscamp often
accompanying her as a guest
speaker.
The program usually includes an
update on the University, and ends
with a challenge to start a chapter
scholarship. As an incentive to raise
the money, the ~lumni Association
will match $2,500 as an endowment.
Reinke said chapters that raise the
funds will have the opportunity to
help choose a scholarship recipient
from their area
But there is more to associate with
alumni chapters besides money.
Constituent groups, a relatively new
concept in chapter programming, are
geared toward alumni who identify
with their area of specialization or
college. Constituent groups provide
an excellent opportunity for
graduates to network and exchange
ideas.
Social events, which help alumni
meet new friends and contacts, may
include lunchr...>0ns with university
representatives, cocktail receptions,
pre-game brunches, holiday dances or
theme parties.
Bowling Green graduates are not
simply forgotten once they receive
their diplomas and leave the campus.
The Undergraduate Alumni
Association provides a link with
yesterday. The organization,
composed of undergraduates,
develops programs that promote and
utilize the resources of University
alumni. UAA's Extern Experience
allows students to explore their
career goaJa by spending a week
working In their field of study.

Faculty/Staff
Publications
s i - RusNll, special education and llllchaM
Raatan.. communication diSO<ders.
collabofated on .. Syntactic Decoding Times of
Learning Disabled Children .. in the journal
Pe1~ptual and Mot01 Sir.Ills, vol. 62.
Ha._ S. Al-Amiri. mathematics and
statistics, .. On the Hadamard Products of
Schlicht Functions and Applications.. in
International Journal of Mathematics and
Mathematica/ Science, vol. 8. no. t, t985.

Victor Norton, mathematics and statistics.
.. Finding a Bracketed Zeto by Larllln"s Method of
Rational Interpolation.. in ACM T1ansacfions on
Mathematical Software. June t985.
Arjun IC. Gupta. mathematics and statistics.
co-authOred "'Distribution of Likelihood Ratio
Statistic fer Tes ting Equality of Covariance of
Multivariate Gaussian Models.. in Biometrika.
vol. 71.

True T. Nguyen. mathematics and statistics,
co-authOred .. Counting the Number of p x q
Integer Matrices More Concordant Than a Given
Matrix.. In Discrete Applied Mathematics, Vol.
11. 1985; and ..A Genefalization of Fisher's Exact
Text in p x q Contingency Tables Using More
Concordant Relations.. In Communication
Statistics, Section B: Simulations and
Computations. Vol. 14. No. 3, 1985.

S. Madhuaudan

Rao. applied statistics and

ope<atlons research, "'A Note on tt1e Departure
Process from an M/PH/1 Queue'" In SC/MA
Joumal of Man1g1H11fltlt Sclenu and Applied
Cybemetlcs. Vol. t4, No. 2. t986.

V. F~ Rickey, mathematics and
statistics... Mathematics of ttle Gregorian
C&lander... In Mlfh1H1111/ca/ lntelllgflilcer;
published, as a contributing writer, ttle section
on logic in a YOlume of A History of
Melhemallcs l1om Antiquity lo the Present; was
the editor for a volume of collected papers
entitled ..Lesniewski's Systems - Ontologr 10
Mereology"' published by the PollSh A~ademy of
Science.
JarMS D. Stuart. philosophy, ..Descartes'
Proof of the External World"' in H•story of
Philosophy Quattelly, vol. 3. 1986.

Thomaa D. Andlnon. geography, the chapter
..Marxists and Non-Marxists in the Caribbean'" in
A Critique ot Marxist and Non-Marxist Thought,
edited by Ajit Jain and Alexander Matejko and
published by Praeger.
lllchael Raatatter. communication disorders.
and Sa- C. Runell, special education,
..Syntactic Decoding Times ol Learning Disabled
Children'" in the journal Pen;e;,tuat and Motor
Skills. vol. 62. 1986.
Dawn Glanz. art, "'On Seeing (Almost) All
There Is To See" in Dialogue, March/April 1986.
0

Jeffrey J. Gordon, geography, .. Periodic

Faculty/Staff

Grants
Michael Marsden. arts and sciences. $6,000
from the Canadian Consulate General. to help
finance a Summer Institute in Canadian Studies
on campus in 1987.
Ralph Sangs, political science, $6.000 from
the city of Oregon. to produce a brochure to
provide quick reference of land use in the city;
and $2,800 from the Oregon Growth Corporation.
for economic development services for the city
of Oregon.

Conrad McRoberta, financial aid, $552.030,
from the U.S. Department of Education, for
renewal of the College Work-Study Program; and
$516.951 from the U.S. Department of Education
to fund le Supplemental Education Opportunity
Grant.
Patricia Hlclta, academic enhancement.
$161.247 from the U.S. Department of Education.

to fund a project designed to provide
individualized academic counseling services for
disadvantaged students.
Laverne E. Diiiion. business education.
$48.888.93 from the Ohio Department of

Education. for reimbursement for the lull-time
services of a state supervisor for special
services in vocational education.
Robert Berns and Don Bright. business
education. $65,381.79 from the Ohio Department
of Education. for reimbursement to the
University in return for faculty and staff
involvement in providing training of teachers in
vocational education.
Deanna Radeloff. hOme economics. $43,9n.06
from !he Ohio Department of Education. for
reimbursement to the University for the lull-time
services ol a state supervisor for special
services in vocational hOme economics.

Faculty/Staff
Presentations
John Hiltner. geography/gerontology, copresented .. Medical and Social Service Needs of
Older Residents ContraSletl with Those of Older
Urban Residents - The Review and Evaluation
of an OBOR Gerontology/Geriatrics Granr at the
Annual Conference of the Ohio Network of
Educational Consultants In Aging. in Columbus,
April 1986.

co-authored by Debra llc:CurdJ, student alfaJrs,
at the North Central Sociological Association
meeting, Toledo, April 1986; and presented "'The
Career Contingencies Affecting Students'
lnvohrement in Particular UnlverSity Courses,..
co-authOred by Eldon Snyds, sociology. at the
QualltatMI Research Conference. Waterloo.
Ontario, Canada, May 1986.

Dean Purdy, student affairs/sociology,
presented "Famlly Socialization Into Sport; The
Congruence of Parental AttltudeS,.. co-authored
by Allyson llacKlllop, sociology graduate
student, at the Midwest Socioloical Society
meetings, Des Moines, Iowa, Marcil 1986;
presented "The Successful College Student: The
Relationship of Academic and Social Integration
to Academic Achievement... co-authroed by Jacll
Taylor, minority affairs, at the Pacific
Sociological Society meetins. Denver. April 1986;
presented .. Academic and Social Integration in
the Collegiate Milieu: The Prominence of Race;·

IL Nell Browm, economics, presented a paper
entitled "lbe Metaphork:al Foundation of the
Comparable Worth Debate .. at the American
Business Law Asaociatlon Convention, in
Minneapolis, Wis., A~t 21; also presented a
workshop on "Integrating Crltlcal Thinking
Across the Curriculum.. at Oakton Community
College. Des Plaines. Ill., August 28.
Kyoo H. Kim. economics, presented a paper
entitled .. Oem~onomic Fluctuations.. at the
1986 Popular Association of America annual
meeting. April 1986.

Lecture focuses on feminist history
An historian from Australia takes a
look at American women and those of
her homeland in a lecture at 7:30 p.m.
today (Oct. 20) in 113 Business
Administration Building.
Miriam Dixson, a visiting scholar
this year in the department of history
at Harvard University will speak on
"Identity, Gender and Authority, A
Feminist Comparative History:
Australia and America from Colonial
Times to the Present."
Dixson is an associate professor of
history at the University of New
England in Australia. She is the
author of the book The Real Matilda:
Women and Identity in Australia 1788
to the Present, published by Penquln
Books.
Her talk, which Is free and open to
the public, Is being sponsored by the

departments of history and of
educational administration an<l
supervision and the women's studies
program.

Givens elected
Stuart Givens, history, has been
elected to a third term as chair of the
Faculty Advisory Committee to the
Ohio Board of Regents.
The committee includes
representatives from each of the
state's 12 four-year universities, twoyear colleges with an enrollment of
more than 3,000 and some of the
branch campuses of the four year
schools.
The 28-member committee meets
monthly in an advisory capacity with
the Regents' chancellor.

Markets and Settlements'" in Ohio Geographe1s,
vol. t3. 1985

Bruce W. Smith. geography, and John Hiltner,
geographylgerontology...The Use of Services by
the Elderly in Northwestern Onio .. in Ohio
Geogt1ph1115: Recent Research Themes. vol. 3,

t985.
Relda Nled9rtlof11, biology, Firelands College
':he Milk Sickness: Drake on Medical
'
Interpretation, .. in The Journal ol thft Americen
Mldica/ Assoc/al/on, October 1985.

Constitution

continued

WWlam lllller. asai1tant dean, libfaries and
learning resources ... Marketing Ba~ond Our
Means: The ECOiogicai Consequenc:es of
Outreach .. in "''*"ting tnst1Ucrionat Sfttvices:
Applying Prirate S.CtOI Techniques ro Plan and
Promote 8ibliog1t1phic lnsrruction. 1986.

Ellmbettl J. Wood, information Ml'\'ices,
libfary. ··Mantating for Libraries: An lnUoduction
and Overview'" In M.n.11ting ln1t1Uctiona/
Sflrtices: Applying Prirlte S.CtOI Techniques to
Plan and Promote Bibliographic /nstrucrion,
t986.
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Dr. Wood and Dr. Slegan will be
joined at the conference by
internationally-recognized authorities
in history, political science and
philosophy, including Edward J. Erler,
political science, California State
University; Andrew J. Reck,
philosophy, Tulane University; Jean
Yarbrough, political science, Loyola
University; Michael W. McConnell,
College of Law, University of Chicago;
Charles F. Hobson, editor of The
Papers of John Marshall; Robert L
Utley Jr., political science, Wake
Forest University; and Wiiiiam Letwin,
political science, London School of
Economics and Political Science.
"These conferences will provide
citizens with an appropriate occasion
for renewing their understanding of
the basic philosophical principles
which underlie the structure of their
society and its governing
institutions," Ellen Frankel Paul,
project director and deputy director of
the center, said.

This week's conference will be
particularly helpful for high school
and college teachers of history and
political science in gathering
information and material of historical
and social significance that can be
useful in the classroom.
For attorneys attending the
conference, it will be an opportunity
to participate in one of the most hotly
debated aspects of the Constitution
- the protection of individual
economic liberties.
"These conferences will enhance
public understanding of economic
rights and other important ideas:
economic and civil liberty, police
power and the right to property,
natural rights and natural law, the
right to contract, and individual
liberty and social order," Dr. Paul
said. "These ideas will be set in their
historical context and their relevance
to American society will be
highlighted."

Constitution conference schedule set
The following is a schedule of
events and times for the "Liberty,
Property and the Foundations of
the American Constitution"
conference. All activities will take
place in the Bryan Recital Hall, at
the Moore Musical Arts Center:
Thursday evening (Oct. 23):
Introduction to conference and
keynote speaker, 8-8:15 p.m.
Keynote address, Gordon
Wood, 8:15-9 p.m.
Public reception, Choral Room,
9-10 p.m.
Friday (Oct. 24)
Public Lecture 1, Andrew Reck,
9-9:45 am.
Public Lecture 2, Edward Erler,
9:45-10:30 am.
Coffee break, Green Room,
10:30-10:45 a.m.
Public panel discussion,
10:45-11:45 am.
Lunch, 12.1>0-1 p.m.
Public lecture 3, Charles
Hobson, 1:15-2 p.m.
Public lecture 4, Jean
Yarbrough, 2-2:45 p.m.

Great Ideas

Coffee break, Green Room,

2:45-3 p.m.
Public panel discussion, 3-4
p.m.
Advanced discussion session,
Dr. Reck, Dr. Erler, Dr. Hobson
and Dr. Yarbrough, 4-5:45 p.m.
Saturday (Oct. 25)
Public lecture 5, Michael
McConnell, 9-9:45 a.m.
Public lecture 6, Robert Utley,
9:45-10:30 am.
Coffee break, Green Room,
10:30-10:45 am.
Public panel discussion,
10:45-11:45 am.
Lunch, 12:00-1 p.m.
Public lecture 7, William
Letwin, 1:1~2 p.m.
Public lecture 8, Bernard
Siegan, 2-2:45 p.m.
Coffee break, Green Room,
2:45-3 p.m.
Public panel discussion, 3-4
p.m.
Advanced ditcussion session,
Dr. McConnell, Dr. Utley, Dr.
Letwin and Dr. Siegan, 4-5:45 p.m.
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received encouragement from
President Olscamp for the
formulation of the class.
According to Klein, education has
tended to move too much in a
vocational direction, and has failed to
provide a practical liberal education.
With this in mind, some members of
the faculty and administration
gathered together three years ago to
discuss creating a course that would
represent what they thought was
rni::sing in education.
"Great Ideas" was bom, and
although students will be reading the
likes of Antigone, De Motu Cordis,
The Federalist Papers, Trifles, and the
Hebrew scriptures, the course's
founders stayed away from naming it
"Great Books," in order to keep with
a more neutral, non-sexist title.
Through the help of a major grant,
a curriculum was developed over the
summer bringing In Ideas from all
over the country. As a result, the core
cumculum being studied this year

focuses on Judeo-Christian thought,
Greek humanism, the scientific
revolution, the democratic revolution
and feminism.
Although that might sound like a
heavy load for one course, 142
students signed up for the seven
sections. The class is offered to any
student who has completed English
112, and it fl;lfills an arts and
humanities or social science
requirement in most colleges.
Klein said the course, which allows
for a lot of discussion and writing,
has been getting positive feedback.
"I've had some of the professors tell
me they can barely get a word in
edgewise, that they can't keep the
students from talking," he said.
"If It's doing what we intended It to
do, It's teaching them to think and to
make decisions," Klein said. "If
anything, It will allow them to see
more immediate desires and needs In
a larger human picture."

More students entering teaching field
Freshmen enrollment figures from
the past two years Indicate teaching
I& again becoming a popular career
choice among young people.
President Olscamp cited the rising
statistics at the Oct. 10 Board of
Trustees meeting.
This Is a reversal of nearly a
decade of steady decllne In the
numbers of people entering teaching
positions.
Bowling Green State University
ranks In the top 25 teacher-producing
schools in the country. More than 18
percent of the nearly 3,000 freshmen
at the University this fall are enrolled
In the College of Education and Allied
Professions.
The college's dean, Roger Bennett,
attributes the renewed interest in
teaching careers to several factors: a
slight, but growing national birth rate;
a shrinking pool of teachers In recent
years coupled with a large number of
retirements; better teaching salaries;
and a great deal of media attention In
recent years that has focused on the
importance of good classroom
teachers.
In other business, Dr. Olscamp also
reported that of the nine contributing
Ohio universities, Bowling Green
ranks third lowest in the number of
violent crimes reported in the FBl's
Uniform Crime Report.
Some programs and efforts toward
crime prevention which have
contributed to the rating include:
hiring two new police personnel;
continuation of the Campus Service
Officer and the Crime Prevention
programs; maintaining extra patrols
as a preventive measure; and
specialized training of officers.

presented by Michael A. Moore,
In additional reports, the trustees
director of Arts Unlimited. The
were told by Dr. Olscamp that the
program revealed how area artists are
Ohio Board of Regents has
helping to promote quality art
recommended a 15 percent Increase
instruction and basic education
in main campus subsidy projections
within the University and arts
from the current fiscal year to fiscal
institutions. (See related story this
year 1987-88. The $7.6 mllllon
page).
increase would raise the present
fiscal year's $50.9 million projection
Anyone wishing to have an
to $58.5 million in fiscal year 1987-88.
item on the Board of Trustees'
Subsidy !JrOjections for Firelands
agenda can submit material to
College include a 23.4 percent
the secretary of the board at
Increase, from $1.8 million to $2.3
least two weeks prior to the
million in 1987-88.
meeting at which it is to be
The recommendations are based on
considered.
the regents' projections of enrollment
The next board meeting is
which assume that the University is
scheduled for 10 a.m. Nov. 14 in
at the enrollment ceiling of 15,000
the Assembly Room of McFall
full-time equivalent students.
Center.
"Clearly, if the OBOR
recommendations were approved, it
-Dr. Olscamp announcing the
would be a splendid budget for
convocation for University Professor
Bowling Green," Or. Olscamp said.
Pietro Badia to take place at 4:30 p.m.
"We will extend our support to the
Oct. 28 in Bryan Recital Hall. The
regents' budget recommendation."
Other items on the agenda covered topic of Dr. Badia's address is
entitled "Academic Imperatives."
in the meeting included:
-Announcing that the Social
-Approving a 6.8 percent pay
Philosophy and Policy Center's has
Increase for Dr. Olscamp. The $6,500
increase, raises Dr. Olscamp's annual been successful in matching a $1
million challenge grant from the
salary to $101,500 and is retroactive
Stranahan Foundation of Toledo.
to July 1. The increase keeps his
salary on a comparable level with that More than $1,030,000 in grants and
pledges have been raised in less than
of most Ohio university presidents. ·
- Tabling proposed revisions to the nine months by Jeffrey Paul,
associate director of the center, who
University's patent policy until its
next meeting. Faculty Senate has not coordinates fund-raising efforts.
Major gifts have been received from
reviewed the revisions and trustees
want to give the senators a chance to the Lynde and Harry Bradley
Foundation, the John M. Olin
express their views.
Foundation, the J.M. Foundation, the
-Approving grants and/or
contracts in the amount of $1,263,825 Sarah Scaife Foundation, the Scaife
Family Foundation and the Master
for the month of September.
Chemical Corporation in Perrysburg.
-Listening to a brief program

Program integrates art into classrooms
Both artists and children alike are
reaping the rewards of the Arts
Unlimited program. In a presentation
at the Oct. 10 Board of Trustees
meeting, five artists participating in
the program told of the gratification
they get from providing specialized
arts instruction.
Michael Moore, director of Arts
Unlimited, conducted the program,
which featured artists Scot Regan,
theater; Tracey Ruhlln and Doug
Blandy, art; and Martha Rogers and
Roy Johnson, dance. The program
was presented to provide a better
understanding of the purpose and
procedures of Arts Unlimited.
Established six years ago, Arts
Unlimited strives to make the arts an
integral part of classroom instruction.
To accomplish that goal, Dr. Moore
said the program offers classroom
teachers specialized arts instruction
each summer, and provides artists
who continue to work with the
teachers throughout the year.
::;ponsored by the University's
Continuing Education office with
support from the Arts Commission of
Greater Toledo, the Ohio Arts Council
and individual and corporate
contributions, the program benefited
a record 3,800 school children last
year.
Dr. Moore told the trustees that
Arts Unlimited provides a sense of
professional development, and of
personal growth that encourages
teachers to "see not only their
lessons, students and schools in new
ways, but their own lives as well."

"It's a new way of understanomg
about the arts - that they are more
than entertainment, that there is a
body of knowledge about them that
every educated child could and
should acquire," Dr. Moore said.
"Most important to the whole project,
it can open up a new and different
way of thinking - aesthetic thinking
- that many schools don't even
touch."
The program works in three stages.
It begins with an Intensive one-week
summer teacher training workshop
that exposes teachers to
performances and ways they can take
what they have learned back to their
schools.
The second stage is the planning
and implementation of the program in
the schools in the fall. Residencies in
art, theater, dance and music consist
of four visits to each of four or five
different classrooms in a school
building. The classrooms are under
teachers who trained with the artists
during the previous summer.
The final stage is attendance at a
performance of the work studied,
usually in the spring of the school
year. Field trips are taken to live
performances and art museums.
Student reaction to Arts Unlimited
has been overwhelming, Dr. Moore
said. "We're having a substantial
increase in participation in the
Bowling Green area and we've added
a number of schools in the Firelands
area," he said, noting that teacher
training was conducted at both the
main campus and Firelands College

Michael Moore
for the first time last June.
Students in grades kindergarten
through 12 are benefiting from the
program. The teachers represent 37
schools in 20 school districts in nine
northwest and north central Ohio
counties.
"We hope the Arts Unlimited
experience means understanding, and
the beginning of the ability to make
significant choices about the quality
of one's environment," Dr. Moore
said.

CEDAR helps solve child, adult learning problems
The first weeks of school are
particularly important to parents and
teachers in recognizing child learning
problems. Uncorrected, they could
develop into failure patterns of lifelong duration.
Helping solve such problems early
on Is the purpose of Bowling Green
• State UnMlfaHy's Cllnlc for
Educational Diagnosis and
. Remediation (CEDAR), through one-

on-one Instruction. For example, after
several months, a third-grader failed
all her tests in subtraction. The cllnic
discovered she had simply failed to
learn the skill of regrouping numbers.
Within a week she was able to
understand and perform her
subtraction problems accurately.
Although most CEDAR clients are
youngsters, Its services are available
to college students and adults, many

of the latter referred by social service
agencies.
Clinic tutors are graduate students
working toward master's degrees in
special education, or upper level
undergraduate students, under the
supervision of two faculty members.
Flexible hours accommodate the
need fof after-school tutoring. The
nominal fee of S2 per hour la reduced
In special clrcumatances.

Alumni Chapters
offer link to
graduates' pasts
For some Bowling Green graduates,
there's just no supressing that alma
mater spirit, no matter how far away
they may roam.
Alumni with a taste for reminiscing
or simply celebrating the good old
days on campus with other Bowling
Green graduates find the answer in
alumni chapters. Located across the
country, these clubs are a subtle
blend of ages, personalities and
background that all have one
common thread to bind them - their
members are graduates of Bowling
Green State University and proud of
it.
Mariann Reinke, assistant director
of alumni affairs, said alumni
chapters can be a benefit to both
graduates and the University itself. "A
healthy chapter creates a positive
image of the University, and that
plays an important role in public
relations," she said.
"At the same time, it perpetuates a
good feeling among alumni as they
feel more in tune with Bowling
Green."
Organized in 1957, the
Association's overall goal is to
stimulate the involvement, loyalty and
interest of University alumni in their
alma mater, and to garner alumni
support through effective
communication about the needs of
the University.
Reinke said graduates who had a
good time at Bowling Green while
obtaining their degree carry that good
feeling with them, and these fond
memories are often what cause them
to join or initiate an alumni chapter in
their area.
Bowling Green alumni chapters
have popped up in Atlanta, Ga.;
Boston, Ma.; Buffalo, NY; Chicago, II.;
Dallas, Tx.; Detroit, Mi.; Fort Meyers,
Fla.; San Francisco, Ca.; and Phoenix,
Az., just to name a few outside of the
many Ohio chapters.
This year the Alumni Association is
concentrating on promoting Ohio
alumni chapter scholarships, Reinke
said. She will be traveling to many of
the meetings held throughout Ohio
with President Olscamp often
accompanying her as a guest
speaker.
The program usually includes an
update on the University, and ends
with a challenge to start a chapter
scholarship. As an incentive to raise
the money, the ~lumni Association
will match $2,500 as an endowment.
Reinke said chapters that raise the
funds will have the opportunity to
help choose a scholarship recipient
from their area
But there is more to associate with
alumni chapters besides money.
Constituent groups, a relatively new
concept in chapter programming, are
geared toward alumni who identify
with their area of specialization or
college. Constituent groups provide
an excellent opportunity for
graduates to network and exchange
ideas.
Social events, which help alumni
meet new friends and contacts, may
include lunchr...>0ns with university
representatives, cocktail receptions,
pre-game brunches, holiday dances or
theme parties.
Bowling Green graduates are not
simply forgotten once they receive
their diplomas and leave the campus.
The Undergraduate Alumni
Association provides a link with
yesterday. The organization,
composed of undergraduates,
develops programs that promote and
utilize the resources of University
alumni. UAA's Extern Experience
allows students to explore their
career goaJa by spending a week
working In their field of study.
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Raatan.. communication diSO<ders.
collabofated on .. Syntactic Decoding Times of
Learning Disabled Children .. in the journal
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statistics, .. On the Hadamard Products of
Schlicht Functions and Applications.. in
International Journal of Mathematics and
Mathematica/ Science, vol. 8. no. t, t985.

Victor Norton, mathematics and statistics.
.. Finding a Bracketed Zeto by Larllln"s Method of
Rational Interpolation.. in ACM T1ansacfions on
Mathematical Software. June t985.
Arjun IC. Gupta. mathematics and statistics.
co-authOred "'Distribution of Likelihood Ratio
Statistic fer Tes ting Equality of Covariance of
Multivariate Gaussian Models.. in Biometrika.
vol. 71.

True T. Nguyen. mathematics and statistics,
co-authOred .. Counting the Number of p x q
Integer Matrices More Concordant Than a Given
Matrix.. In Discrete Applied Mathematics, Vol.
11. 1985; and ..A Genefalization of Fisher's Exact
Text in p x q Contingency Tables Using More
Concordant Relations.. In Communication
Statistics, Section B: Simulations and
Computations. Vol. 14. No. 3, 1985.
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the editor for a volume of collected papers
entitled ..Lesniewski's Systems - Ontologr 10
Mereology"' published by the PollSh A~ademy of
Science.
JarMS D. Stuart. philosophy, ..Descartes'
Proof of the External World"' in H•story of
Philosophy Quattelly, vol. 3. 1986.

Thomaa D. Andlnon. geography, the chapter
..Marxists and Non-Marxists in the Caribbean'" in
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published by Praeger.
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Skills. vol. 62. 1986.
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Michael Marsden. arts and sciences. $6,000
from the Canadian Consulate General. to help
finance a Summer Institute in Canadian Studies
on campus in 1987.
Ralph Sangs, political science, $6.000 from
the city of Oregon. to produce a brochure to
provide quick reference of land use in the city;
and $2,800 from the Oregon Growth Corporation.
for economic development services for the city
of Oregon.

Conrad McRoberta, financial aid, $552.030,
from the U.S. Department of Education, for
renewal of the College Work-Study Program; and
$516.951 from the U.S. Department of Education
to fund le Supplemental Education Opportunity
Grant.
Patricia Hlclta, academic enhancement.
$161.247 from the U.S. Department of Education.

to fund a project designed to provide
individualized academic counseling services for
disadvantaged students.
Laverne E. Diiiion. business education.
$48.888.93 from the Ohio Department of

Education. for reimbursement for the lull-time
services of a state supervisor for special
services in vocational education.
Robert Berns and Don Bright. business
education. $65,381.79 from the Ohio Department
of Education. for reimbursement to the
University in return for faculty and staff
involvement in providing training of teachers in
vocational education.
Deanna Radeloff. hOme economics. $43,9n.06
from !he Ohio Department of Education. for
reimbursement to the University for the lull-time
services ol a state supervisor for special
services in vocational hOme economics.

Faculty/Staff
Presentations
John Hiltner. geography/gerontology, copresented .. Medical and Social Service Needs of
Older Residents ContraSletl with Those of Older
Urban Residents - The Review and Evaluation
of an OBOR Gerontology/Geriatrics Granr at the
Annual Conference of the Ohio Network of
Educational Consultants In Aging. in Columbus,
April 1986.

co-authored by Debra llc:CurdJ, student alfaJrs,
at the North Central Sociological Association
meeting, Toledo, April 1986; and presented "'The
Career Contingencies Affecting Students'
lnvohrement in Particular UnlverSity Courses,..
co-authOred by Eldon Snyds, sociology. at the
QualltatMI Research Conference. Waterloo.
Ontario, Canada, May 1986.

Dean Purdy, student affairs/sociology,
presented "Famlly Socialization Into Sport; The
Congruence of Parental AttltudeS,.. co-authored
by Allyson llacKlllop, sociology graduate
student, at the Midwest Socioloical Society
meetings, Des Moines, Iowa, Marcil 1986;
presented "The Successful College Student: The
Relationship of Academic and Social Integration
to Academic Achievement... co-authroed by Jacll
Taylor, minority affairs, at the Pacific
Sociological Society meetins. Denver. April 1986;
presented .. Academic and Social Integration in
the Collegiate Milieu: The Prominence of Race;·

IL Nell Browm, economics, presented a paper
entitled "lbe Metaphork:al Foundation of the
Comparable Worth Debate .. at the American
Business Law Asaociatlon Convention, in
Minneapolis, Wis., A~t 21; also presented a
workshop on "Integrating Crltlcal Thinking
Across the Curriculum.. at Oakton Community
College. Des Plaines. Ill., August 28.
Kyoo H. Kim. economics, presented a paper
entitled .. Oem~onomic Fluctuations.. at the
1986 Popular Association of America annual
meeting. April 1986.

Lecture focuses on feminist history
An historian from Australia takes a
look at American women and those of
her homeland in a lecture at 7:30 p.m.
today (Oct. 20) in 113 Business
Administration Building.
Miriam Dixson, a visiting scholar
this year in the department of history
at Harvard University will speak on
"Identity, Gender and Authority, A
Feminist Comparative History:
Australia and America from Colonial
Times to the Present."
Dixson is an associate professor of
history at the University of New
England in Australia. She is the
author of the book The Real Matilda:
Women and Identity in Australia 1788
to the Present, published by Penquln
Books.
Her talk, which Is free and open to
the public, Is being sponsored by the

departments of history and of
educational administration an<l
supervision and the women's studies
program.

Givens elected
Stuart Givens, history, has been
elected to a third term as chair of the
Faculty Advisory Committee to the
Ohio Board of Regents.
The committee includes
representatives from each of the
state's 12 four-year universities, twoyear colleges with an enrollment of
more than 3,000 and some of the
branch campuses of the four year
schools.
The 28-member committee meets
monthly in an advisory capacity with
the Regents' chancellor.

Markets and Settlements'" in Ohio Geographe1s,
vol. t3. 1985

Bruce W. Smith. geography, and John Hiltner,
geographylgerontology...The Use of Services by
the Elderly in Northwestern Onio .. in Ohio
Geogt1ph1115: Recent Research Themes. vol. 3,

t985.
Relda Nled9rtlof11, biology, Firelands College
':he Milk Sickness: Drake on Medical
'
Interpretation, .. in The Journal ol thft Americen
Mldica/ Assoc/al/on, October 1985.

Constitution

continued

WWlam lllller. asai1tant dean, libfaries and
learning resources ... Marketing Ba~ond Our
Means: The ECOiogicai Consequenc:es of
Outreach .. in "''*"ting tnst1Ucrionat Sfttvices:
Applying Prirate S.CtOI Techniques ro Plan and
Promote 8ibliog1t1phic lnsrruction. 1986.

Ellmbettl J. Wood, information Ml'\'ices,
libfary. ··Mantating for Libraries: An lnUoduction
and Overview'" In M.n.11ting ln1t1Uctiona/
Sflrtices: Applying Prirlte S.CtOI Techniques to
Plan and Promote Bibliographic /nstrucrion,
t986.
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Dr. Wood and Dr. Slegan will be
joined at the conference by
internationally-recognized authorities
in history, political science and
philosophy, including Edward J. Erler,
political science, California State
University; Andrew J. Reck,
philosophy, Tulane University; Jean
Yarbrough, political science, Loyola
University; Michael W. McConnell,
College of Law, University of Chicago;
Charles F. Hobson, editor of The
Papers of John Marshall; Robert L
Utley Jr., political science, Wake
Forest University; and Wiiiiam Letwin,
political science, London School of
Economics and Political Science.
"These conferences will provide
citizens with an appropriate occasion
for renewing their understanding of
the basic philosophical principles
which underlie the structure of their
society and its governing
institutions," Ellen Frankel Paul,
project director and deputy director of
the center, said.

This week's conference will be
particularly helpful for high school
and college teachers of history and
political science in gathering
information and material of historical
and social significance that can be
useful in the classroom.
For attorneys attending the
conference, it will be an opportunity
to participate in one of the most hotly
debated aspects of the Constitution
- the protection of individual
economic liberties.
"These conferences will enhance
public understanding of economic
rights and other important ideas:
economic and civil liberty, police
power and the right to property,
natural rights and natural law, the
right to contract, and individual
liberty and social order," Dr. Paul
said. "These ideas will be set in their
historical context and their relevance
to American society will be
highlighted."

Constitution conference schedule set
The following is a schedule of
events and times for the "Liberty,
Property and the Foundations of
the American Constitution"
conference. All activities will take
place in the Bryan Recital Hall, at
the Moore Musical Arts Center:
Thursday evening (Oct. 23):
Introduction to conference and
keynote speaker, 8-8:15 p.m.
Keynote address, Gordon
Wood, 8:15-9 p.m.
Public reception, Choral Room,
9-10 p.m.
Friday (Oct. 24)
Public Lecture 1, Andrew Reck,
9-9:45 am.
Public Lecture 2, Edward Erler,
9:45-10:30 am.
Coffee break, Green Room,
10:30-10:45 a.m.
Public panel discussion,
10:45-11:45 am.
Lunch, 12.1>0-1 p.m.
Public lecture 3, Charles
Hobson, 1:15-2 p.m.
Public lecture 4, Jean
Yarbrough, 2-2:45 p.m.

Great Ideas

Coffee break, Green Room,

2:45-3 p.m.
Public panel discussion, 3-4
p.m.
Advanced discussion session,
Dr. Reck, Dr. Erler, Dr. Hobson
and Dr. Yarbrough, 4-5:45 p.m.
Saturday (Oct. 25)
Public lecture 5, Michael
McConnell, 9-9:45 a.m.
Public lecture 6, Robert Utley,
9:45-10:30 am.
Coffee break, Green Room,
10:30-10:45 am.
Public panel discussion,
10:45-11:45 am.
Lunch, 12:00-1 p.m.
Public lecture 7, William
Letwin, 1:1~2 p.m.
Public lecture 8, Bernard
Siegan, 2-2:45 p.m.
Coffee break, Green Room,
2:45-3 p.m.
Public panel discussion, 3-4
p.m.
Advanced ditcussion session,
Dr. McConnell, Dr. Utley, Dr.
Letwin and Dr. Siegan, 4-5:45 p.m.

continued trom page 1

received encouragement from
President Olscamp for the
formulation of the class.
According to Klein, education has
tended to move too much in a
vocational direction, and has failed to
provide a practical liberal education.
With this in mind, some members of
the faculty and administration
gathered together three years ago to
discuss creating a course that would
represent what they thought was
rni::sing in education.
"Great Ideas" was bom, and
although students will be reading the
likes of Antigone, De Motu Cordis,
The Federalist Papers, Trifles, and the
Hebrew scriptures, the course's
founders stayed away from naming it
"Great Books," in order to keep with
a more neutral, non-sexist title.
Through the help of a major grant,
a curriculum was developed over the
summer bringing In Ideas from all
over the country. As a result, the core
cumculum being studied this year

focuses on Judeo-Christian thought,
Greek humanism, the scientific
revolution, the democratic revolution
and feminism.
Although that might sound like a
heavy load for one course, 142
students signed up for the seven
sections. The class is offered to any
student who has completed English
112, and it fl;lfills an arts and
humanities or social science
requirement in most colleges.
Klein said the course, which allows
for a lot of discussion and writing,
has been getting positive feedback.
"I've had some of the professors tell
me they can barely get a word in
edgewise, that they can't keep the
students from talking," he said.
"If It's doing what we intended It to
do, It's teaching them to think and to
make decisions," Klein said. "If
anything, It will allow them to see
more immediate desires and needs In
a larger human picture."

United Way makes foundation a reality
;. ,r,_,._._

When Greg Haas was 10 months
old, his father, Paul, was playing with
him on the living room floor like any
new dad with his first child. And like
any baby, Greg wasn't sure yet of his
balance and took a small tumble.
But unlike other youngsters, Greg
started bleeding. For two weeks,
doctors In Boston, where the Haases
lived at the time; had trouble
controlling the flow of blood.
It was then that Paul and Rosie
Haas, who was pregnant with the
couple's second child, discovered
that Greg was a hemophiliac. Doctors
told the couple not to have any more
children and painted a bleak picture
of the life Greg would have to lead.
Hemophllla Is a genetic disorder
carried by females and passed onto
their male offspring. The disorder
prevents blood from clotting, which
results in prolonged bleeding if not
treated. Twenty-five to 30 years ago,
having the disease meant leading
anything but a normal life. Those with
the disorder could look forward to life
in a wheelchair with deformed knees,
elbows and fingers because of
bleeding in their joints.
Today, that outlook has changed.
Largely through the efforts of the
National Hemophilia Foundation and
its local affiliates, including the
Northwest Ohio Hemophilia
Foundation, new advances in the
treatment of the disorder have been
made. The northwest Ohio affiliate is

supported in part by contributions
made to the United Way.
The annual fall campaign of United
Way on the Bowling Green State
University campus began Oct. 13 and
extends through Oct. 24.
Paul, a professor of economics at
the University, and Rosie have tried to
provide their four children with as
normal a life as possible. Greg, now
23, is a math instructor at Boston
College. Two daughters, Karen, 22,
and Christine, 19, are students at
Adrian College and the University of
Dayton, respectively. A second son,
Tim, 17, is a high school senior. He is
also a hemophiliac.
The two Haas girls, who are not
hemophiliacs but could be carriers of
the disorder, struggle with the idea
that their children could be
hemophiliacs. But they also struggle
with their brothers' pain.
Christine heard Tim moaning one
night because of the pain in his
joints and she asked her parents,
"Can't you do something?"
"We couldn't," said Rosie, a fourth
grade teacher at Whitehouse
Elementary School. "She cried and
said. 'I wish I could have the pain."'
Despite the pain, Tim hasn't slowed
down. He plays pick-up games of
football, though friends realize he
shouldn't be tackled. In the evening,
before the sun goes down, he can be
found with a basketball in hand
aiming at a hoop above the garage.

Classified staff hired and promoted
Five new classified staff were nired
at the University during the month of
September while seven staff members
received promotions.
New employees include: Terri otley,
clerk 1, academic part·time,
aerospace studies; Unda George,
clerk 1, permanent part-time, parking
and traffic; Michelle Young, typist 1,
academic part-time, department of
romance languages; Phillip Walters,
University law enforcement officer,
permanent full-time, Public Safety;
and William Weis, food service
manager 2, permanent full·time, Food

Classified

Emplo~ent

Opportunities
The following classified positions are
available.
• Indicates that an internal candidate
from the department Is bidding and being
considered for the position.
NEW VACANCIES
Posting Expln!Uon Date for Employw lo
Apply: 4 p.m.., Friday, Oct. 24.

1G-24-1

Equipment Operator 1

Pay Range5
Heating Plant
1G-24-2

LDnrJ Aaalstant

Pay Range4
Ubraly-Access Services
1G-24-3 Typist 1
Pay Range3
Alumni and Development
1G-24-<t

"Word Proc:easlng Specialist 1
Pay Range25
Popular Press

Operations.
Promotions went to: Barbara Sharp,
from temporary to permanent full-time
word processing specialist 1,
psychology department; Kathie
Beatty, from temporary to permanent,
part·time clerical specialist, College
of Education, EDAS; Jackie Carson,
from part-time typist 1 to permanent,
full-time word processing specialist 1,
accounting and MIS department; and
Pauline Davison, from academic, parttime clerk 1 to permanent, full-time
clerk 2, business office.
Also, Fred Smith, from temporary
to academic, part-time cashier 1,
Union; Bonna Benschoter, from
temporary to permanent, part-time
laboratory assistant, department of
biology; and Glenda Heyman, from
academic, part-time food service
worker to academic, full-time cook 1,
Union.

Order computers
Computer Services reminds
University faculty and staff that it
takes approximately six to eight
weeks to fill computer purchase
orders. Anyone considering a
computer purchase for Christmas
needs to get the order in promptly to
guarantee the microcomputer will be
under the tree In time.
Computer Services expects this
year to be particularly busy due to the
impending changes in the tax code,
and shipment dates are tentative as
overall demand for the micros picks
up as the year draws to a close.
Price lists and ordering information
may be picked up in any UCS
microcomputer lab or the
faculty/staff/graduate workroom In
102 Hayes Hall.

Faculty/Staff Positions
The following fKUlty posHlons are evallable:
EduC8llonal Cw11cuMn and lnsbllCllalc assistant professor. Contact Robert G. Oana.
(2-7314). Deadline: Jan. 9, 1987.
llclercc' g' te AWk:a: helld women'a tennis coach, 10-month position. Contact Carole
Huston, (2-2.t01). Deedllne: Oct. 24.
.......... aaoclateffull proleaaor end chair, plus assistant professor. Contact
James West (U222). Dudllne for both positions: Oct. 31.
Polltlcel ScllflCS Profeaor end chair. Contact Roger AJ..Aldeli..1'80C-n (2-2924). Deadline:

• ..Oct.31.,._,_ I
Paychalcl). aalatanttuaoclate professor. Dadllr.e: Jan. 15, 1987. Also, postdoctoral
fellow In clinical psycholog). Dudllne: Diie. 31. Contact Robeft L Conner, (2·2301) for
both posHlona.
Spic"' e • ctlbc aalatant profwora (th,.. positions). Contact Edward Fiscus,
(2-73158). DeedUne: ~ 1, 1987.
- - -·

..

At school, he is running for vice
president of the senior class. And in
the summer he Is a counselor at a
camp for hemophiliacs.
The Haases credit the United Way
with making the Northwest Ohio
Hemophilia Foundation a reality.
"United Way ls vital to Its success,"
Paul said, noting the chapter serves
90 families In 17 counties.
The organization serves both as a
support Jroup for families and
hemophiliacs and as a leader in
bringing attention to the need for
more research.
"We want to set up a sports
medicine clinic," Rosie said. "We
need more genetic counseling; we
want to set up satellite clinics for
outlying areas like Deshler and Lima,
and we want to set up a task force
for educating the public about
hemophilia."
Among hemophiliacs, life
expectency has increased and
unemployment has decreased.
Advances in medical research has
made life mo~e normal. The risks are
still there, as are the social and
psychological pressures. But with
help, through the United Way and
other avenues, e\·•n the highest
hurdles can be overcome.

Employees join staff
The following administrative staff
memoers have recently joined
Bowling Green State University:
In academic affairs: Mark Krejci,
electron microscopy technical
director, biological sciences; William
DenBesten, software technician,
computer science; and Pat Green,
coordinator, Center for
Photochemical Sciences.
In the president's area,
Intercollegiate Athletics: Susan
Stodghill, assistant coach, men's and
women's swimming; Frank Abrams,
assistant track coach; Jacqueline
Clark, assistant women's basketball
coach, part·time; and Reagan Mlnser,
diving coach, part-time.
In student affairs: Lori Allen,
assistant director of Small Group
Housing and Greek Life, Residential
Services.
In University relations: Peg
Bucksky, office coordinator, NWOET;
Linda Ault, assistant director, Alumni
Affairs; and Melissa Peper Firestone,
Monitor editor, public relations.

Tickets available
In conjunction with the University's
athletic department, the Classified
Staff Council is inviting classified
staff to participate In a special offer
to attend the Nov. 1 football game.
Two reserved seat tickets, normally
sold for $6 apiece, will be available to
all classified staff and their families
at the special price of two for $3.50.
The tickets may be purchased only
at the ticket office located in
Memorial Hall. No tickets will be
available at the stadium on the day of
the game.

Place regalia orders
Faculty and staff are reminded to
place their orders for December
commencement regalia at the
University bookstore as soon as
possible.
Orders may be phoned to Marge
Houchins at 2-2851. A $5 late charge
will be added to orders placed after

Dec. 5.

For sale
The Department of Social
Philosophy and Polley Center has for

•

Datebook
Monday, Oct. 20
Lecture on "Identity, Gender, Authority:
Issues In a Feminist Comparative History,
Australia and America from Colonial
Times to the Present," by Miriam Dixson
from the University of New England, New
South Wales, Australia, 7:30 p.m., 113
Business Administration Building. Free.
"Straight Through the Heart."
International Film Serles, 8 p.rn., Gish Film
Theater, Hanna Hall. Free.
"Splalh," University Activities
Organization sponsored film, 9:15 p.m.,
210 Math Science. Tickets are priced at $1
for students, faculty and staff (with
University ID).

Tuesday, Oct. 21
Clanlflecl Staff Council meeting, 9 a.m.,
Taft Room, University Union.
IBM PC Users Group meeting, "Hard
Disk Utilities" will be discussed by guest
speaker Steve Simon, applied statistics
and operations research, 4 p.m., 110
Business Administration Building.
Lecture, "In the New Society: Sentlc
Awareness Found, Is Innocence or
Disillusionment Lost?," by Distinguished
Visiting Professor Manfred Clynes, at the
Faculty Forum, 12:30 p.m., Alumni Room.
Women's Volleyball, Bowling Green vs.
Univ. of Toledo, at Toledo, 7:15 p.m.
Lecture, on "Human Movement: A
Common Heritage and Shared Future;· by
Marlene Adrian, director of the
Biomechanics Research Laboratory at the
Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 7:30
p.m., 112 Business Administration
Building. Free.

Wednesday, Oct. 22
Biology Seminar, lecture on "Inhibition
of Polyamine Biosynthesis by DMFO and
Consequences for Cell Replication" by
Peter McCann of the Merrel-Dow Research
Institute, Cincinnati, 3:30 p.m., 112 Life
Science. Free.
Concert, by the Ventl Da Cambera
faculty woodwind quintet, 8 p.m., Bryan
Recital Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center.
Free.

Thursday, Oct. 23
Concert, by the collegiate chorale, 7:30
p.m., East Building Lounge, Flre;a .. ds.
Free.
"Room Service," University Activities
Organization-sponsored film, 8 p.m., Gish
Film Theater, Hanna Hall. Free.

Friday, Oct. 24
Women's Volleyball Louisville
tournament, Louisville, Ky., 9:00 a.m. The
tournament continues through Sunday.
Hockey, Bowling Green vs. Lake
Superior State College, at Sault Saint
Marie, Mich., 7:30 p.m.
"Nightmare on Elm Street." University
Activities Organization sponsored film,
Oct. 24 and 25, 8 p.rn. and 10 p.m.,Eva
Marie Saint Theater (Mc;in Auditorium).
Tickets are priced at $1.50 for students,
faculty and staff (with University ID).
"American Werewolf In London,"
University Activities Organization
sponsored film, Oct. 24 and 25, midnight,
Eva Marie Saint Theater (Main
Auditorium). Tickets are priced at $1.50 for
students, faculty and staff (with University
ID).

Saturday, Oct. 25
Earty Childhood Education Conference,

"Be Your Own Friend: Self-Concept In the
Earty Childhood Professions," 8:30
a.m. to 3:30 p.m., Business Administration
Building.
Women's Cron Country, BG Open,
home, 11 a.m.
FootbeD. Bowling Green vs. Kent State
Univ., at Kent, 1:00 p.rn.
Hocby, Bowling Green vs. Lake
superior State College, at Sault Saint
Marie, Mich~ 7:30 p.m.
ReggM Band, Safari will perform at the
haramt>ee-unlty dance party, 9 p.m~
Lenhart Grand Ballroom.

S

d

Oct 26

sale a Canon NP120 copier In
• UR 8J,
•
excellent condition for $600 (wllllng to ..c-wt. A Cappella Choir and
negotfate). ·
Collegiate Choral, 3 p.m~ l(obackM Hall,
The department has upgraded to a Moore Musical Arts Center. Free.
'"llan Oncle Antoine"' Cenadlan film
bigger machine.. For more
series, Gish Rim Theater, Hanna Hall, 7
Information, contact Terrie Kelly at
p.m. Free.
2·2536.
•
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Mid-American Bank establishes endowed professorship
recipient's annual salary as well as
funds for research assistance.
Appointment to the professorship
will be for two years, with the
possibility for renewal. Reiter said a
two-year appointment makes it
possible for other equally deserving
faculty members to be recognized.
According to Reiter, the bank is
honoring Bryan both for his role in
making the Mid-American Bank one
of the most successful in the state,
and for a lifetime of service to
education.
Bryan, a 1946 graduate of Bowling
Green, began his banking career in
1952 when he joined the Bowling
Green Banking Co., later known as
the First National Bank. By 1960 he
had become a member of the bank's
board of directors and a year later
was elected president of First
National. He retained the presidency
during a 1973 merger that formed
the Mid-American National Bank and
Trust Co., and was elected chairman
and chief executive officer in 1979.
Earlier this year Bryan was
awarded an honorary doctor of
public service degree from Bowling
Green. Other honors Include the
1984 Outstanding Citizen Award
given by the Bowling Green
Chamber of Commerce and the 1982
Distinguished Alumnus Award from
the University's Alumni Association.
Bryan Recital Hall In the Moore
Musical Arts Center, with a
250-seatlng capacity, is named for
Bryan and his wife, Dorothy, in
recognition of their continuing
support of the University and its
activities, especially academic

An endowed professorship In
finance at the University will bear
the name of a Bowling Green
businessman who has guided one of
the country's most successful
independent banks.
The Ashel G. BryanJMid-American
Bank Professorship in Finance is
being supported by a $100,000 gift
from the Mid·American National
Bank & Trust Co., the bank where
Bryan began his successful career
in 1952 as a cashier and where he is
now chairman.
Edward Reiter, Mid-American
Bank president, announced the
honor Oct. 17 on behalf of the
financial institution's board of
directors.
President Olscamp accepted from
Reiter the first payment of the gift,
which will be paid in $20,000
increments for the next five years.
"Ashel Bryan has long been a
friend of the University and Is truly
deserving of this honor," Dr.
Olscamp said. ''The generosity of
the Mid-American Bank in
establishing this position within our
College of Business Administration
will serve to strengthen the quality
of the faculty and make a highly
respected program even stronger."
The professorship will be awarded
in three years when the endowment
fund reaches $60,000, Reiter said.
The recipient will be an outstanding
teacher-scholar with the rank of
associate or full professor In the
college's finance and insurance
department.
The Bryan Professorship will
include a supplement to the

President Olscamp and Edward Reiter (right) congratulate Ashe/ Bryan (center)
following the announcement Oct. 17 that the Mid-American National Bank and
Trust Co. plans to donate $100,000 to the University to create an Ashe/ G.
Btyan/Mid-Amerlcan Bank Professorship In Finance. Reiter, president of MidAm, presented Dr. Olscamp a $20,000 check, the first of five payments to
create the professorship honoring Bryan, a former University trustee and longtime benefactor. The announcement came at a Financial Services Symposium
sponsored by the department of finance and Insurance.
programs In the arts.
Bryan served on the University's
Board of Trustees from 1968-76, and
was Its chairman from 1973-75. He
is also a former chairman of the
Board of Trustees of the Medical
College of Ohio at Toledo.
The Mid-American Bank gift is

part of the University's 75th
Anniversary Fund, which has a goal
of $12.5 million to be raised by June
30, 1987. Dwight Burlingame, vice
president for University relations,
who is directing the campaign, said
that $11.9 million has been donated
as of Oct. 1.

Grant will aid archive in cataloging 12,000 recordings
Cleveland may have Its Rock-andRoll Hall of Fame, but Bowling Green
State University's Music Library and
Sound Recordings Archive has one
of the finest collections of recordings
in the nation.
The more than 400,000 recordings
In the University's collection include
long-playing albums, 45-rpm singles,
78-rpm singles and cylinder
recordings. The collection ranges
from rock and pop to cowboy and
country to gospel, from jazz to
musicals. Most items have been
donated; others have been carefully
selected by sound recordings
archivist William Schurk, who
searches garage sales, flea markets
and record shops for acquisitions.
The National Endowment for the
Humanities has awarded a $76,713
grant to Bowling Green to catalog
12,000 popular recordings made
between 1950 and 1970, and to share
that catalog Information with both the
OCLC, an on-line computer library
database, and the Library of
Congress publication, Music, Books
on lluslc and Sound Recordings.
It's the second time In two years
that Bowling Green has received
major NEH funding to catalog
portions of its archival holdings.
Almost 100,000 recordings are now
cataloged, said Linda Fidler, head of
the Music Library and projact
manager for the NEH g;2nt.

Fidler said the new grant will fund
continuation of a project begun with
$100,000 from NEH in 1985. Those
funds were used to catalog 15,000
recordings issued on major record
labels between 1950 and 1970. The
period of the fifites through the
sixties was selected because
recordings from that time are the

least accessible In library tiles.
Creating new file entries is not a
simple matter. The professional
catalogers verify all performers'
names, a task that is not always easy
because record companies are
inconsistent in spellings. They
establish subject headings consistent
with the Library of Congress listings

The grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities will help the llusic
Llbraty and Sound Recordings Archive catalog 12,000 popular recordings made
between 1950 and 1970. Examining archive materials are (foreground) Beverly
Stearns, music libraty, and WiWam Schurk. music /ibraf}', with student Amy
Clapper.
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for each entry, list all songs and all
performers on each disc entered into
the database and create a data
record for every song and every
performer. This Is done for both
OCLC and for Jerome Library's own
files.
The data files then will be available
to the 4,000 OCLC member libraries
immediately as entered and will later
be published in the annual update of
the Library of Congress catalog.
Schurk explained that recordings
are classified by type of music. The
recordings also are cataloged by
primary theme, such as Hawaiian
music, truck driving songs and
arrangements of major musicals that
were popular in the late fifties and
earty sixties, he said.
The project also provides excellent
coverage of album illustrations,
Schurk said. ''We trace odd things on
covers. Many albums in the fifties
used models such as Jayne
Mansfield, Tina Louise - the actress
on 'Gilligan's lstand' - and even
Mary Tyter Moore on the covers. The
cover art until the mid-sixties often
concealed that the artists were black
by showing white subjects."
Schurk said the new grant will
"enable us to fill in the gaps of the
large label holdings and also catalog
records produced by the small budget
labels."
Grant, continued on page 3
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